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ABSTRACT
This thesis is concerned with the creation of systems that respond to selective environmental conditions in extreme environments resulting in varying levels of habitation. The development of these morphogenetic landscapes was arrived at through two parts.
The first was a rigorous analysis of the role that biology, ecology, genetics and evolutionary development play in current architectural
discourse. The second part consisted of discarding this current trend and developing a new methodology that instead of taking architecture as a given and applying a biological thread, attempted to work within current biological research and find the architectural
thread.
This methodology begins with a fundamental shift in the perception of the relationship between organism and environment. In
traditional Darwinian evolution, the environment presents problems and the organism attempts to answer them by adaptation. However, the organism is no longer thought to be a simple set of closed physiological systems that simply buffer the external environment
to maintain life and thus maximize the chance at reproduction. Rather, the organism and it's constructed environment form an immediate and co-evolutionary continuum that is based on fluctuating, but specific, information flows. This phenomenon is best exhibited in
extreme habitats where a few harsh climactic parameters take precedence. In such situations, many phylogenetically diverse species
utilize the same climate conditions which make the entire ecosystem interdependent on many scales.
3

One example of such a habitat is the Namib Desert in southwest Africa. It is not only one of the hottest and driest places or
Earth, it is also the geologically oldest desert in the world at 55 million years. These parameters converge to create one of the mosevolutionary excited environments in the world. Thus, the goal is to develop an architecture within this specific continuum of environmental flows that could foster scientific study in the relation between organism and its effective environment. The environmenta
parameters consist of extreme heat, high wind levels and the Namib's unique moisture rich fog.
Through this biological and ecological analysis, the thesis became the creation of an architectural organism that selectivel4
utilizes natural parameters to construct its own environmental continuum. Thus, the intervention was conceived as fostering no
supporting [human] habitation while at the same time creating multiple microhabitats by its very existence. It is simultaneously a vehicle
for study and an object of study.

Thesis Supervisor: Mark Goulthorpe
Title: Associate Professor of Architecture
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This thesis began with an assignment in a seminar taught by Sanford Kwinter. The subject was an investigation into
the evolutionary developmental biology of
the family hominidae, specifically the development of bipedal locomotion, brain cavity
progression and skeletal adaptations. This
analysis led to a distinct interest in the relationship between biology and architecture.
In the past decade, spurned by
recent advancements in the disciplines, an
interest in biology, genetics, and evolution
and their various [attempted] overlaps with
architecture has emerged. Architectural
discourse in the subject has thus incorporated inspiration ranging from biomimetic
engineering to the Human Genome Project.
Biological processes [or more accurately the
semblance of these processes] have
become a major area of study for the development of an architectural evolution. Unfortunately, most examples of this fall within
two problematic categories.
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The problems I found were
concerned with two current trends in the
architectural discourse when incorporating
the biological sciences. The first treats the
subject in a purely metaphorical way. The
'natural' form is applied to the building much
the same way decorative elements like
Corinthian or Doric column capitals are
applied. Other than the biological rhetoric of
establishing the natural precedent, there is
no deeper understanding of the forces which
The second
gave rise to that form.
approach concerns the problematic use of
rhetoric to establish a connection with the
biological sciences. And the final critique is
on the fascination with tools and techniques
that are developed for biological sciences
and then hijacked. These processes are
used in design with little understanding of
the original role they played or the way these
certain programs or tools were created.

An example: Formal Misunderstandings
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A glaring problem arises when an
architectural work is instantiated directly
from a bird's wing, a human's spinal cord or
a living cell. While there may be some metaphorical connection with these natural catalysts, the removal of these biological
systems from a context [like the body]
destroys the interdependence of the systems
in which they came from. A bird's wing is not
simply a form, but a highly refined biological
system at the intersection of numerous
purposes like aerodynamics [shape], physiology [cooling of body temperature by
flapping] and reproduction [attracting potential mates]. The spinal chord is the main
structure of the body, but also is the central
pathway for the nervous system and is the
production center of red blood cells for the
circulatory system. The cell is a node of a
much larger network that receives, process
and transmits information to initiate large
scale processes like hormonal activation or
small scale processes like cell division, not to
mention the complexity of intercellular
processes.
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Another Example:
Misunderstandings of Language

.... 1 come to the core of my subject:
proclaiming that the new ecologicenvironmental architectural design
does not imply creating in nature
but creating with nature... (Estevez
pg. 9)
Mr. Estevez seems to give architecture a little too much credit. The term
ecologic-environmental architecture is never
defined. In fact, the whole concept of a
universal nature or environment seems in

12

error. In the book "The Triple Helix: Gene,
Organism and Environment," Richard
Lewontin states, "the organism is the nexus
of a very large number of weakly determining forces, no one of which is dominant.
Therefore, how can nature be generalized to
such an extent for the aims of mere arhitectural fascination?
"

Just as an exercise of the cell as built
form is an error, likewise the use of biological and ecological rhetoric in support of
architecture is a problem. For instance, the
Genetic Architectures program at Universitat Internacional de Catalunya founded by
Alberto T. Estevez is arguably a direct
response to the current practices and
discoveries made in evolutionary biology,
while redefining what ecology means for
architecture.'

. . What is more, the new architect
creates nature... (Estevez pg. 9)
To restate the issue, there are an
almost incalculable number of influences
and forces within a habitat. There are relationships imbedded within larger systems
that can have a serious effect on flora and
fauna, yet are latent unless certain precursors emerge.2 This is why even within the
same ecozone, there are vastly different
flora and fauna in the Kalahari Desert as in
the Namib Desert. Biologists and ecologists
are only now coming to terms with these
systems, so it is naive to think we can.

One Last Example:
Technical Misunderstandings
This final discussion centers on an
almost ubiquitous tactic of borrowing the
newest tool or technique for the benefit of
The program
architectural computation.
uses a variety of tools like scripting, genetic
algorithms and emerging systems to offer "a
fresh look at ecology, the environment and
digital media in architecture".3 While interdisciplinary work is no doubt important to the
reinvigoration of computation within architecture, the methodology behind it seems to
be flawed. The reason is that the nature this
program seems to be creating with is nothing more than the current iteration of computational biology analysis and simulation
tools. These techniques are often used
despite their intended purposes and seldom
understood.
The problem lies in the fact that computational biology is not biology; it is an
interpretation of it. As was mentioned in the
previous section, the Genetic Architectures

program puts great faith into the nature of
these computational tools. But the tools that
are now finding their way into the architectural process, such as genetic algorithms,
population analysis and complex sequencing, are used because they are simple
abstractions of vastly complicated systems.
They are not nature. They are beneficial
optimization techniques that are applied to
very specific and limited problems of their
respective type.
For instance, Dennis Dollens, a visiting professor at the Genetic Architectures
program, is concerned not with the creation
of a generative organic process, but actually
using an already existing system of growing
architecture itself utilizing a botanical growing software called Xfrog. He states in the
essay Toward Biomimetic Architecture,
"there is this quality of a kit of parts to my
work, there's still a fiction, an unknown, of
what the forms are going to be." There is an
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assumption that because this software was
created to showcase the growth patterns of
plants, using it to grow architectural forms
automatically legitimizes it as some sort of
bio-architecture.
First of all, this software was
designed based on certain algorithms that
simulate plant growth. Soil content, local
impact of other plant material, faunal interaction and climate patterns are not
addressed. Everything that contributes to a
plants success in a given location is disregarded, in other words, the plants environment. The software merely represents the
geometrical unfolding of a typical plant
species. The process is an abstraction of a
complex system that is no longer natural. It
is merely a useful interpretation. Thus any
architectural process incorporating this
software is merely a formal exercise in
applying a plant-like ornament. I even hesitate to use the term plant-like.
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Furthermore, because the environment is completely absent from this simulation, the fundamental mistake that Dollens
makes is in the application of the forms. The
tumble weed is uniquely adapted within a
field of influence that results in form, reproduction, physiology etc. Dollens often analyzes these precedents and then applies
them to any context he sees fit. In biological
terms, transplantation of any organism often
results in death or a rampage of unchecked
dominance and subsequent destruction of
the habitat.
Fg 4
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My own misundertandings
These images represent my first
attempt to create a synthesis of form and an
incredibly complex habitat. This tubular
structure was derived by analizing the wind
direction and pattern emergence in the sand
habitat of the Namib Desert. The attempt
was to create a shell like structure similar to
the indigenous beetles that harvest fog.

Fig. T
Exteiorlofoveropping shels

This work failed because it was
based on a singular instance of a continuously changing pattern. It did not analyze
the forces that created that pattern much
less the larger context of related forces with
the habitat. It is a singular formal excercise
that has nothing to do with the intricate field
of interactions between the beetle and its
environment. This procedure is guilty of the
misunderstandings of language and the
technical.
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It is obvious that different species
can utilize some of the same elements. Yet,
the ways in which that utilization is carried
out are based on each species unique
physiology, metabolism, behavior, reproduction and so on. However, in most habitats it
is impossible to single out a particular
element that is shared by more than one
species.
For instance, it seems easy to
assume that all species in a given habitat
require water, almost every species has a
different territory with a corresponding variation of watering holes. These holes could be
as simple as a different patch of riverbank,
yet have different soil content and nutrient
distribution. Therefore, the metabolism of
each individual will process the moisture
differently. Also, the manner in which the
water is obtained is different between
species, whether it is the lapping motion of
the tiger that results in a long and low yield
drinking activity, or the short squirt of large
quantities of water by the elephant's trunk. It
is not simply an aspect of the habitat, but the
intricate relationship of the organism when
interacting with it.
26

This relationship is evident in
extreme climates where differing species
converge to utilize the same elements. The
few available resources become dense
nodes of overlapping environments. Here is
where the organism/environment relationship that is the foundation of biological
thought becomes manifest.
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To further this aim the site I have
chosen is the Namib Desert in Southern
Africa. This unique environment has limited
resources that force the environment of
species to converge. It is a habitat that, due
to the severity of the climate, forces the
continuum of organism/environment to
manifest itself. Different species converge
on a few distinct microhabitats that have a
limited number of components.
These
include moisture, temperature and wind.
Every organism in the Namib has a distinct
relationship with these elements. Thus, it is
possible to design an architectural physiology, behavior and metabolism based on this
continuum.
The Namib is located on the Southwest coast of Africa. Becuse it has such a
unique location and is the oldest desert
(arppoxiamtely 80 million years old), organism have created extrordinary environments
to sustain life in the exact habitat that should
be the most desolet.

28
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The analysis of the site began by
framing it in a larger context. By positioning
the Namib Desert relative to other extreme
climates, a clearer picture began to emerge
of the particular conditions that produce it in
the first place. The habitats I studied
besides the Namib Desert where Antarctica
and the Amazon Rainforest.
In the book Ecozones of the World
(of which this figure is adapted from), Jurgen
Schultz provides ample evidence of the relationships between habitats. At the macroscale, these locations are iterations of the
same parameters at different levels. Both
the Namib and Antarctica are deserts. Yet,
Antarctica is a cold desert and its sole
source of precipitation is snow or ice. Due to
the consistency of climate, the Amazon
Rainforest actually has a higher average
temperature annually than the Namib
Desert.
While the habitats are comparable
on this scale, they quickly deviate when
local microhabitats are considered (fig. 20,
21, 22). The distribution of local conditions
take precedent at these scales producing
varied conditions within the larger habitat.
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Initialization
As was mentioned in the introduction
section, the first attempt to construct something out of this analysis was not successful.
It relied on too many premises that were
later proved incorrect. Also, it was an architectural response to the climate as a negative force in the Namib Desert. The more
research I did into the organisms of the habitat, the more and more it became clear that
the habitat is neither positive nor negative.
Since the organism constructs its own environment, there is a prerequisite to choose
those conditions that are beneficial to it.
To understand this point, I developed
a map to place this first attempt as well as a
digital surface model. This allowed me to
orient this project based on its behavior and
factors of the habitat that it was utilizing (fig.
28). This map was a crucial step in realizing
that the goal was not to produce a formal
reaction, but to produce effects.
Therefore, every subsequent iteration was designed through the effects it
should create rather than an actual program.
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Landscape Effect Models

The next step was to design models
that would produce a range of effects. To
keep this from becoming complex, I relagated the entire system to distributed nodes
on a landscape. This offered two parameters to change; the distribution in plan of
the nodes and the section of those nodes.
After building nine of these models,
and photographing them, emergent behavior began to emerge. For instance, the
shadows produced by the nodes were a
gradient until the landscape was distorted. If
the underlying plane was disturbed light
began to condense, shadows became less
pronounced, a pixelated pattern was
revealed and so on.
Furthermore, by phylogenetically
arranging them, a specific trait could be
mapped to behavior. This was important
because the system could be tuned to
produce certain effects by adjusting only two
parameters. Despite the crude nature of the
models, the underlying control that they
offered as well as the variation in effects that
they produced was very interesting.
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Skin Behavior
The continuation of designing effects
led me to a study of the way a skin reacts to
external forces. These metal models were
designed to mechanically bend in three
different ways: free-form [pixelated], edgeframe [strip] and shape-profile [zone].
The first site specific parameters
were applied to these skins as if they had
evolved from the same progenitors but had
found themselves in different microhabitats
and forced to adapt.
The circle pattern was established so
at a future date a component could be
added to filter and absorb certain aspects of
the habitat. The skin would therefore act as
the controling armature.
Through all of these studies there
was a missing aspect. None of the models
ever produced emergent or non-uniform
behavior like the landscape models had
done. That aspect had to return.
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Non-uniform Deformation
The previous models relied too
greatly on the actual material used and the
way they were constructed. Almost all the
behavior that they exhibited was a result of
uncontrollable factors like the soldered
joints, the twist of the metal, fatigue in the
metal and errors in the construction. As a
result, there was no emergent behavior
other than uncontrollable noise in the
process.
However, I began to analize the
process of the circle maps and started creating lattices that were the tangential result of
these patterns. The two shown here are a
rectangular footprint and a T footprint. Once
they were laser cut, they became nondirectional lattices that could be folded on themselves creating greater levels of complexity.
When they were assembled, the
behavior they exhibited was based specificaly on the density of the pattern. Yet, every
action produced non-uniform deformation
which is exactly the behavior that would
occur with non-uniform environmental
forces acting on a membrane.
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Microhabitats of the Namib Desert
While these lattices were beginning
to show non-uniform deformation as well as
exhibit dynamic equilibrium by constantly
deflecting and deforming to a changing
context, they were disengaged from the
analysis of the site. I was succeeding in
designing behavior, but I had to reintegrate it
into the site analysis.

The sand desert is not only dominated by the high temperatures, but also has
access to moisture rich fog and is buffetted
by strong winds that swirl the sand like an
orange ocean. Because the early morning
fog is the regions sole source of moisture,
many organisms have adopted extraordinary behaviors and forms to utilize it.

The Namib Desert has three of the
most distinct microhabitats of any desert in
the world (fig. 33). The sand desert, ephemeral river desert and the gravel desert are all
controled by the three parameters of temperature, moisture and wind. These combine with topography and geology to create
the opportunity for organisms to create very
unique environments.

The ephemeral river habitat is fed by
rain that falls at certain periods in central
Namibia. The habitat supports enough
drought tolerant flora year round to act as an
effective wind screen. This maintains a
diffinitive line between the sand and ephemeral river desert by holding at bay large
quantities of sand. However, the area still
recieves fog that condenses on plant material. This not only benefits the plant, but
many animals depend on sucking the moisture from leaves.

I chose three locations that corresponded to each microhabitat (fig. ??). The
goal was to analyze these locations in the
hopes that an intervention could be
designed such that it created a continuum of
interactions and concurrent reactions similar
to that exhibited by organisms in their
constructed environments. These locations
are a mere 1.8 miles apart and yet are
incredibly varied.
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The gravel desert is at a somewhat
higher elevation so is exposed to the wind.
This microhabitat is the rocky beginning to
the central escarpement. Therefore, few
large plants can take root with the exception
of the welwitschia (fig. 10).

12 miles

24 miles

Gravel Desert

Ephemeral River
Desert
Sand Desert

500,

1

1,000'

i

2,000'

1

I

-Fog still has large impact due to unprdictability of runoff from eastern escarpment
(main hydration source for nomadic
species)
-Plant material provides significant water
through condensation
-High temperatures slightly buffered by
foliage
-Higher Predators: Hyenas, Lions
-

j

Sand Desert
-Coastal Fog is main source of hydration
-Behavioral and structural adaptations
necessary for utilization
-Little to no protection from extremely high
temp.
-Surface avoidance during highest temp.
-Large insect and lizard population
-Some higher predetors (lions and hyenas)
along coast hunting baby seals

Trade winds rise over the African
continent warming over the Kalahari
Desert. This layer overlays the cooler
lower layer. This inversion prevents the
convectional rise of the cooler, humid air
and thus no clouds are formed.
The Benguela Current is forced
upwards over the coastal shelf of the
Namib Desert. This not only forces
nutrients to flood the coast, but
cools and humidifies the coastal air.
This cool air produces a stable layer
of fog for almost 180 days a year.

N

I

-Too far inland to be effected by coastal fog
-Dense, rocky surface produces more
stable ground and some wind driven
debris
-Lower heat rentention of surface

-Large insect population
-Small plants, some bushes
-Rocky surface allows some water
penetration
S
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Morphogenetic Landscapes
The title of the thesis refers to the
membranes I produced when I combined
the lattice process with the analysis of the
microhabitats.
Each microhabitat was mapped
based on topography, local climate condions, and organism distribution. The layering
of these diagrams were the foundation for
the circle pattern. However, the circles were
now able to represent flows and forces
between organisms and climate.
The tangential line procedure
produced these rebuilt landscapes with
the
of
information
embedded
organism/environment continium. They are
a deformable field that is initially a 2d
diagram, but when placed in its context and
operated on by forces, immediately
becomes a three dimensional matrix of
latent forces operating within the habitat.
This strategy allowed me to pursue
the resolution of the sand habitat as an intervention designed by the effects it produces
within its environment.
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Coloration- transparency, translucency,
opaqueness
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light conditions
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wind pressure
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equilibrium non-uniformly
over structure

-More rigid, static
structure

~~1
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lattice
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topographic change
due to sand movement
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References

Conclusion
This thesis was a lesson in how to
keep my thoughts straight. It seemed at
every moment I was being led astray by
research or some other current bit of work.
The only two problems that I disliked
about this project, was the fact that I did not
get to the other two microhabitats and that I
feel that I am only now beginning. The only
other thing I would mention is the amount of
time I have to work on this subject matter. I
really could see myself continuing on to
research this furtther.
One critique that was brought up by
the committee was the problem with making
a diagram into a building. My answer would
be for someone to describe diagram to me.
I do not have a problem with this at all. In
fact, I wish I could go back now and run
simulations on the final model.

1. Estevez, Alberto T. Genetic Architectues
(Santa Fe: Lumen Books: 2003) pg. 5
2. Lewontin, Richard. The Triple Helix: Gene,
Organism and Environment (Harvard University
Press 2000) p. 76
3. Genetic Architectures. "Genetic Architectures: New Cybernetic-Digital Project Design
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Design (7th Edition)," Universitat Internacional
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The next step has to be material
studies. There is a lack of material information in this investigation and how it is
coupled with activities.
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